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Introduction 
The theme for my final year project is the theme of storytelling and realization.I 
want to tell the story of William Rowan Hamilton’s spark of realization.The story 
where he had his spark of realization for his greatest invention the formula for 
quaternions. The medium I’m leaning to the most is A Responsive Parallax 
Storytelling Website. As my theme is to tell the story of Hamilton’s spark of 
realization. I feel a Responsive Website will be an effective medium. As nearly 
everyone has access to the internet.Means anyone with an internet connection can 
view Hamilton’s story. 

 

 
 
 
 
 

 

 



 
 

Inspirational media 
1. Work placement: The first piece of inspiration I got for this project was my 

Work placement with Webfactory.While working at Webfactory I got first 
hand experience working on similar storytelling Websites, the main one 
being an Illustrated interactive story of water treatment on the Irish Water 
website.Which I thought was an effective and interesting way to tell a 
story.Which got me to start thinking of how stories are told on the internet 
and how websites tell stories, using the latest Web technologies and media 
assets like illustrations, Photography and Video..That project planned the 
idea of my final year project, I also learn about and how to use Edge Animate 
while at Webfactory. 

 

2. Costa Website:http://www.costa.co.uk/experience/#/1/nations-favourite This 
Website is a creative mix of design like illustrator and Photoshop and 
development code like HTML,CSS, and Javascript, mixed with some video 
content.I used this site to get inspiration of the scale of Creative media assets 
I may use for my own project.A scale as in although this website is well done, 
a scale to measure a what point is it too much and turns messy and 
overwhelming.Weighing down the website slowing down performance too, 
With I learned I need to be careful about as I want it to be able to load on 
mobile devices maybe over mobile networks. 

 

3. Derelict By Carol Gallagher: Again I saw this project at the Kaleidoscope.This 
was my first time trying VR and I liked exploring the 3D environment carol 
had created.I liked the design of Derelict and how exploring would trigger 
immerse audio.However I didn’t like having a goal in the game,a somewhat 
direct goal which could help the user explore the 3D environment would be 
helpful.As this was my first time with VR I learned a lot trying Derelict and 
talking to Carol.I’m attracted to the world building the 3D environment of this 
project and VR, however, I don’t think it would be that helpful to my project 
needs working with Web development. 

 

4.  Possibilia: https://helloeko.com/v/possibilia This project show me a lot about 
storytelling, how important it is to have a core story and not let the medium 
and technology get in the way of storytelling and should only be used to 
enhance the story. The planning and development in this film highlighted for 
me to how important this side of the project is 
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5. Design the Web:Responsive SVG Images by Chris Converse 
https://www.lynda.com/CSS-tutorials/Preview-final-project/366454/386278-4.
html While doing my work placement last year I came across a Lynda tutorial 
on how to code responsive SVG’s with @media queries. I redid this tutorial 
recently during my research phase to refresh my memory on this subject for 
my project, and to discover any other useful information.Responsive SVG’s in 
my opinion will be a great boost to the design and creative aspect of my 
project, This step by step guide is a great help and launch platform for me to 
be creative. 

 

6. Responsive SVG Sprite Animation that Adjusts Based on Viewport BY Sarah 
Drasner http://codepen.io/sdras/pen/xbyopy/ A Code pen, this project 

displays the responsive effect I want to use in my own project.These 
responsive SVG’s allow for a greater design and experience for each media 
screen size.For example having more details and colours on the desktop 
version than the mobile version as you have more space on a larger desktop 
screen rather than details and colours being sized down so small that there 
indistinguishable on smaller mobile screens.They also help with load time by 
loading mobile friendly design.SVG’s also scale as their vector based so they 
will display nicely on every screen size. 
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7. Animation & Layers  by Anaislab http://codepen.io/Haru89ka/pen/ZOzMGp/ 
This is a Code pen using only CSS animations to animate clouds passing over 
mountains.This is a very immersive effect and the best thing about this site is 
he shows the code. Which means I can easily recreate this effect and not just 
with clouds now that I see how it is coded.I like this effect as it adds a nice 
immersive element,and I think it would be a creative design to add life to my 
project. 

 

8. Tomato Can Blues By Mary Pilo 
http://www.nytimes.com/projects/2013/tomato-can-blues/?hp This site has 
some great artwork and an amazing style, it also has an immersive parallax 
effect by layering the artwork pieces.The parallax effect a mix of character 
moment and zooming into the artwork is really immersive.I really like this art 
style and the parallax effects, I’ve already found a way to improve the 
immersive effect of the artwork by using the CSS blur effect I could add some 
motion blur as you scroll and zoom past some of the front parallax 
artworks.However the narrative of this project is too text heavy for my 
project as this could easily bored the end user,and people get bored quickly 
on websites which i'll need to be careful of.  

 

9. The Royal Hibernian Academy: An interesting place with many installations.I 
explore many of their installations but mostly their installations involved 
sculptures and while I was exploring ideas I knew I wasn't interested in 
sculpture installations.Although I didn't find inspiring projects here I did, 
however, think it was a worthwhile exploration of creativity. 

 

10.The Hugh Lane Gallery: There was an art exhibition by the artist Sven 
Augustijnen.It was a storyboard Installation on Journalism consisting of a 
display of RTE archival material and the magazine’s LIFE and TIME.I found this 
installation interesting,Looking at the old photography and retro ad style 
could be an interesting story or style to explore during my project.Exploring 
Irish history through archival media material has become a growing idea 
since visiting The Hugh Lane Gallery and doing Ian’s lab with archival 
footage.A mixture and melding of the Tir Na nOg by Shannon Clarke and 
reeling in the years has been developing in my head since I visited The Hugh 
Lane Gallery. 
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11.99 percent Invisible: http://99percentinvisible.org/ : A podcast that explores 
elements of design,This podcast series has inspired me since the 
second year of college.It has really opened my mind to little design 
elements,how much effort and planning go into design and how 
much of good design is unseen.This podcast also got me 
interested in storytelling and interested in unknown/forgotten 
stories.Which has really play a large part into my finally chose for 
my project? 

 

12.DevTips Youtube Channel https://youtu.be/STwoa-9jxi0: This Youtube series 
was very helpful to me to learn and understand more about parallax 
websites and taught me the names of and how to code a lot of different 
parallax elements and effects.The video series is also easy to follow and to 
understand as each video tackles one element or effect at a time.The pace of 
the video makes it very easy to follow.He also breaks down the elements and 
preparation that goes into Web development, like prepare Images in 
Photoshop.Although I have experience doing parallax websites with Niamh in 
2nd year, I learn a lot watching these videos and they were a great refresher 
for the code I knew before. 

 

13.An Introduction to the History of 
Mathematics By Howard Eves:  I thought it 
was important to find another source of 
information about Hamilton than just 
from the internet or Wikipedia.although 
just less than 5 pages the information 
about Hamilton in this book is valuable as 
it explains the history and maths behind 
Hamilton’s work.It also relates the story of 
his walk with is what I wanted the most as 
I can use this book to fact check and 
compare to story information I found from 
my other sources.It also has little details of 
they walk story that the other sources 
didn’t have, which is great for the story 
and also for me when it comes to the 
design of the illustration. 
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14.I began searching for CSS Animations,looking at the Code and Technique 
behind the animations.I came across many pure CSS Animations on 
Codepen.io, some Adobe Illustrator and After Effects animations on Dribble 
and Adobe edge Animations on youtube.Finding a lot of great examples and 
guides, there will be no shortage of help when it finally comes to designing 
my own Illustrations and Animations for my project. 

Alone in the forest - motion design by Infographic Paradise 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Nice and Simple the first thing I judge this animation by is how will I recreate this on 
the Web? and will they slow down the Website?.The simpleness of this Animation is 
executed greatly it really follows the KISS(Keep It Simple Stupid) rule quite well. For 
this reason Animation like this would work very well on the Web, However, I want to 
push it a bit more creative.I like the Sunrise and Sunset animation,Which I think 
would be a great touch as my project involves the Dunsink Observatory Sunset with 
some stars shining would be a great touch. 

 

Camping day and night (PURE CSS) A PEN BY Akhil Sai Ram 
The biggest takeaway for me from this project is seeing what can be done with Pure 
CSS.With CSS alone I could make a pretty complex Animation, again following the 
KISS rule.However, this Animation is not responsive it still serves as a proof of 
concept for my project idea and a great building block.Being a Codepen this project 
is great inspiration, showing clean design and clean code for me to learn from 
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Nature Landscape: Drawing and 
2D Animation | Animate CC 
Tutorial by gotoAndPlayAnimate 
 

This Project the most detailed out of 
all the examples of Illustrations and 
Animations I liked, shows the power 
of Edge Animate. Edge Animate could 
be the best tool to allow be to be as 
creative as I want with my 
Illustrations and Animations.Although 
Edge Animate seems to offer the most  Malleable design platform tool, I have other 
choices as a backup just in case I run into problems using Edge Animate.This Video 
is also a great guide,step by step and I can slow the pace of the video I'll definitely 
be able to use this to recreate my own design.  

 

15. Tir na nOg by Shannon Clarke 
http://www.creativedigitalmedia.ie/index.php/portfolio/tir-na-nog/ I tried Tir Na 
nOg at the CDM kaleidoscope show, I really liked the 
illustration design and the 3D elements.I learned a lot 
about Adobe illustrator and Blender by talking to Shannon 
at the show about her project.I’m attracted to this project 
because it involves design and development skills liked 
Adobe Creative Cloud,app development and Coding.This 
project was also in my mind when brainstorming ideas, this 
is the kind of project I’d like to spend a year on.Shannon’s 
use of low poly design for the environments of Tir Na nOg, 
then a flat design for her characters, creates a good 
contrast.This Contrast is interesting to me as during my 
research I found many other similar projects that used  a 
flat design for both characters and environments, and I 
found this to be bland.Shannon contrast could fix this 
problem. 
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16.BANISHED: BY EMMA MULLIGAN 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

I spoke to Emma at the end of the year show and got to try her game.Her game was 
pretty well development, I did get stuck at one part. But I was taken back more by 
her design, her character and environment were excellent.But I remember being 
more interested in how she got the movement of her Grandma character to look 
and feel how good it did.I asked her about it and she said it was done using 
movement keyframes in the player on unity, I also asked how she designed the 
characters she told me it was working with her sister and using Wacom tablets the 
college has.I’m thinking of maybe a parallax panel of hamilton's walk in the kind of 
the same style of movement in Emma's project using her advice and the college 
Wacom tablets.As the story involves one scene of walking, I could use her advice to 
design and develop a similar stage as Emma’s game.The creative narrative and 
design choice of Emma’s to use silhouettes and different colours for different levels 
conveys mood, interest and very eye-catching.This creative choice inspires me to 
think of how the design effect the narrative, the mood it conveys and how this 
would affect the end users of my project. 
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17. LUMBERJACKED from Joel Mackenzie:  https://vimeo.com/79426902 

 
I found this animated Music video a few years ago on Vimeo, it always stuck with 
me.The way their character in this aren't perfectly well drawn, the creative use of 
colours and textures, really make this animated Music video really stand out, these 
elements really add to the animation.These are lovely touches and perhaps 
something I could include.I’m also not the best graphic designer so seeing an 
excellent animated Music video that isn't perfectly well drawn and that uses 
amateur looking illustrations to add character to the animations,Inspires me to not 
like my drawing skills do not get in the way of creative ideas.The surreal design of 
the illustrations take this somewhat tired narrative of humans destroying natural 
and turn it into a creative perspective and an animation short worthy of replays.It’s 
really one of those projects that inspire you to stop outside the box with your 
animation and illustrations 
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18.Gravity Falls Opening sequence: https://youtu.be/X2DUpDxFJyg 

Gravity Fall is a Disney cartoon set in a  town 
experiencing paranormal events, based on a 
brother and sister duo as they explore these 
events.I choice the opening scene of this show 
to talk about as in the span of less than a 
minute. The atmosphere of the story and the 
tone of the Characters attitude towards the 
events and their personalities are shown.This 
is a great quick narrative introduction, and these elements are important to my 
project as on the web users can get bored easily it's important to pack a punch  of 
smooth narrative.The design of this show uses an awe-inspiring composition of 
depth in nearly every shot.The shots usually use interesting background elements 
like Moonlighted wild woods,paranormal creatures and some excellent depth of 
field blur illustrations.The opening sequence also uses some time-lapse, moving 
foreground and background parallax effects.Which during my research I haven't 
found many high-end examples of, I say high end because Gravity Falls illustrations 
and animations are the most detailed design and use of parallax I have found.It 
might me too much detail for Web-based animations to recreate, but inspired by 
how well this show has achieved this effect it inspires me to try. 
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19.Guillaume Kurkdjian is an award winning french designer who specialises in Animation and 
Illustration, he has won many Awward.com and FWM.com(french award site) awards.He 
specialises in Isometric design, a design style presenting designs/drawings in three 
dimensions.I found Guillaume during my research of the artist on Dribble. One of the prominent 
Isometric designers on Dribbble,Guillaume really stands out from the crowd.He also uses 
complementary colours in all of his different projects of work, as if grouping his projects by 
colours.His uses of complementary colours make element in his projects feel like a part of the 
environments and the flow of the environments , and only in these environments in the worlds of 
his projects.Which I think adds a nice world building idea in the minds of the viewers of his 
projects .The isometric design has been one of the design styles I have been thinking about 
most for my project, has Hamilton’s formula relates to three dimensions object I think Isometric 
design would be a complementary design choice for this project by the  design acting like a call 
back to  Hamilton’s work. 
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20. How the Bestival 2016 poster was created By Charles Williams 
http://www.creativebloq.com/graphic-design/how-bestival-2016-poster-was-created
-51620485 

During my research into the workflow of an 
illustration project, I came across this cast study on 
creative blog. This case studies in on the artist 
Charles Williams Design for the Bestival music 
festival. I was researching this for inspiration and 
best practices for illustration projects as although I 
had gone through many other media project stages 
personally as a CDM student I had avoided 
illustration work because of my lack of confidence in my drawing skills.I, therefore, 
wanted to give myself the best start by researching illustration project.I focused in 
on this case study firstly for the design a surreal isometric design I’m becoming 
fond off, and this project had an interesting futuristic twist to the design.The surreal 
futuristic design and neon colour scheme is very eye-catching and really drew me 
into reading this case study, and kinda acted as a creative brainstorming for me as I 
liked this design yet my project is dated in the 1870’s, and I’m only at the start for 
this creative brainstorming but is definitely getting me thinking outside the box.I 
learned  about his stages reading this case study however I did not like how in this 
case study it seems he came up with the perfect idea straight away, which is 
unrealistic and I would've liked to read more about his struggles, the client 
feedback he got and the brainstorming he was done. 
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21.Bite Food Festival 
http://bitefoodfestival.ie/ 

I went to the Bite Food Festival in the 
RDS, I thought this would be a good 
chance to see the newest branding of 
small business started around Ireland in 
recent years, also free food.I was 
actually shocked as my biggest takeaway 
from this festival was that a lot of 
companies seemed to chose style over 
substances and designs that didn't 
reflect their business story but rather 
the latest trend. The design of their 
branding was where either flat illustrations or minimal sans-serifs typography, and 
after walking halfway around the room the stalls blend together no business stood 
out.With got me thinking of my project as there is so many parallax websites with 
simple flat illustrations and animations, how would i make my project stand out, 
with started me thinking more of the isometric design as there's less of these 
isometric design projects, The 3-D design of isometric fits so well with Hamilton’s 
story and also i like the depth of the isometric design. 

 

22.Kurzgesagt YouTube channel: 

A very creative youtube channel that tell 
narratives of Science, War and Humanity 
through simple animation Flat design 
animations.This channel is a great example 
of Flat design, however I focus on the 
animations.The animations are simple and 
clean. Which is important as although web 
animations have grown, web still isn't the 
best medium for animation and as such 
web animation have unique problems like browser compatibility and slow to load. I 
therefore like this channel as there animations are simple,clean and each videos 
animations fit each narrative so perfectly.  
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23.Interactive Google tours:  I researched interactive tours for inspiration for ideas 
of how to approve my website, to gain an insight into how website tours approach 
interactiveness and their use of media either from that time or reenactments.  

 

Dublin Rising 1916-2016  

An interactive tour of the buildings/places 
involved in the 1916 Rising narrated by 
Colin Farrell powered by Google.I found this 
on the Eir spider website, an award site for 
Irish digital products. Great user experience 
ability to scroll mouse around 360 and click 
on media from/ about the events that 
happened at each place, short and 
interesting Colin Farrell voice tone matches 
the impact of these events.Great use of google street view as a Hyperlapse to 
between the places of the Rising.However, I found some parts lazy like the view of 
library hall from the O'Connell bridge, lazy as they didn't move closer and you can't 
even really make out library hall from this part of the tour. The Hyperlapse travel 
worked in some parts of this tour but in order parts, it was disorienting and seems 
to be street view rewinding which was extremely disorienting. 

 

http://magicalmaps.fantasticbeasts.com/ 

Found this on Awwwards.com Similar to 
Google's Interactive tour of the 1916 
Rising, but uses more generated media like 
models or streets and buildings and 
animations of objects acting like they have 
spells on them.1916 Rising tour is 
definitely the most interesting of the 
two,with better user experience the 
navigation of Rising is simply right goes 
forward and left goes back, Magical Maps 
has a confusing navigation where you have to scroll around large amount to find 
the next navigation button which was really frustrating.This got me thinking of my 
scroll navigation of my project and the position of media/animation on the page as 
you scroll. 
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24.Paper Planes View site 

By Active Theory (U.S.A.) Droga5 , Google and Plan8 

 

I Found this website while I was 
researching award-winning projects on 
Awwwards.com,The most interesting 
creative wild card project idea.Using your 
mobile device you create a paper plane 
stamp it the stamp being your location 
e.g Dublin Ireland then make a throw 
motion then your plane is departed, on 
the website it shows where the latest 
planes departed.You can also catch other people's planes and stamp it.The design 
is amazing Responsive to screen sizes,Flat design complementary colours with the 
main forums of the website being a globe that's a geometric low poly design with is 
a nice contrast from the background.Also, the animations are clean and smooth as 
the globe rates around and paper planes fly around the screen.I think this 
highlights how well designed this website is as with so much animation happening 
on screen, it could of so easily become too much and overwhelming. 
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25. Drawing with Jazza 

 

Nicola showed the class Drawing with Jazza youtube channel during second 
year.Probably one of the biggest illustration and animation youtube channels, with 
year of backlog videos.Ranging from realistic to flat design with every design 
style/animation style in between.His channel offers specific isometric,flash and 
pixel animation tutorials and recently design challenge videos.His channel also 
reviews equipment related to illustration like wacom tablets,Notebooks and design 
guide books.His channel definitely one of the best educational youtube channels to 
learn about illustration and animation topics like perspective and composition.  
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